
If you are a student, you shouldn't be looking at these questions.
(Unless you're an extemporaneous student, and have received authorization to begin your prep time and look at the questions)

Seriously, don't be a scummy scum scum and look at these questions if you're a student.

You'll feel scummy for the rest of your life if you're a student and you choose to cheat and look at these questions.



Alright, all of the students shouldn't have made it to this page.

If you're a student, and you're still reading, know that you're cheating, and that you should stop.

Last warning: Only proceed to the next pages if you are a judge or extemporaneous competitor with prior authorization



Extemporaneous Topics Round 1

1. Is now the right time for the U.S. to withdraw troops from Afghanistan?

2. Besides the U.S. or Afghanistan, what nation stands to benefit the most from the U.S. withdrawal of troops from 
Afghanistan?

3. Why did the U.S. war in Afghanistan and years of support for the Afghan government fail to produce the sort of 
stable democratic government in Afghanistan that was hoped for at the outset?



Extemporaneous Topics Round 2

1. What is the best element of the Biden infrastructure plan? What is the worst element of the Biden 
infrastructure plan?

2. The Biden administration makes the claim that "decades of declining public investment has left 
our roads, bridges, rail, and transit systems in poor condition". Is this an accurate assessment?

3. What is your assessment green energy elements of the Biden infrastructure plan?



Extemporaneous Topics Round 3

1. Explain in as great detail as you can the conflict between Apple and Facebook with regards to 
the recent IOS privacy update.

2. What are the costs and benefits of the recent change in Apple privacy policy?

3. Do you personally value your online privacy or access to free online services more when the two 
come into conflict and why?



Extemporaneous Topics Semifinal

1. Will the Taliban inevitably take control of Afghanistan once the U.S. has withdrawn troops from Afghanistan?

2. Lay out the costs America has born in the war in Afghanistan and assess whether or not those costs have been 
worth it.

3. Will the targeted advertising revenue model be a successful model for internet platforms like Facebook going 
forward?



Extemporaneous Topics Final

1. What does the Biden infrastructure plan tell us about what we can expect from the Biden presidency?

2. If the Biden infrastructure plan becomes law, will it be a key part of the Biden legacy?

3. Do Americans generally care about the sort of privacy that Apple is ensuring with its new IOS update?



Impromptu Round 1

Speaker One Speaker Seven

COVID-19 immigration
humanitarian race
risk discovery

Speaker Two

drought
property
tomorrow

Speaker Three

stimulus checks
healthcare
harmony

Speaker Four

Joe Biden
literature
bridges

Speaker Five

Israel
divorce
presentation

Speaker Six

cyber attacks
vacation
achievement



Impromptu Round 2

Speaker One Speaker Seven

nutrition science
desire tolerance
force law

Speaker Two

experimentation
self love
courts

Speaker Three

medicine
ambition
conflict

Speaker Four

patents
uncertainty
persuasion

Speaker Five

exercise
failure
meritocracy

Speaker Six

disease
order
politics



Impromptu Round 3

Speaker One Speaker Seven

oppression heaven
morality instability
alcohol organic

Speaker Two

charity
famine
sugar

Speaker Three

soul
houses
guns

Speaker Four

joy
poverty
tobacco

Speaker Five

faith
safety
gold

Speaker Six

brotherhood
communication
energy drinks



Impromptu Semifinal

Speaker One Speaker Seven

common core school choice
debate balance
memory delivery

Speaker Two

religion
slavery
logic

Speaker Three

school security
institutions
style

Speaker Four

inspiration
liberty
proof

Speaker Five

competition
purpose
invention

Speaker Six

expectations
popular sovereignty
emotion



Impromptu Final

Speaker One Speaker Seven

environment communism
consumption inflation
bias climax

Speaker Two

finance
behavior
poetry

Speaker Three

human rights
public
language

Speaker Four

philosophy
products
satire

Speaker Five

leaders
efficiency
mystery

Speaker Six

dictatorship
business
opera



Presidential Debate Round 1

Question #1

What steps, if any, would you take as president to address climate change?

Question #2

Are you in favor of the Biden infrastructure plan? Why or why not?

Question #3

What would be your number one foreign policy objective as President of the United States?

Question #4

Both the Trump and Biden adminstrations have made vaccination against covid-19 a cornerstone priority in the fight against covid-19. 
Would you push vaccination similarly? If so, what would you do to promote vaccination?

Question #5

According to the National Institutes of Health, two thirds of Americans are either obese or overweight as on the body mass index. What 
sort of impact is this situation having on American health and healthcare? What approach would you take to this issue?

Question #6

Would universal background checks on all gun purchases administered by the federal government be a violation of the second 
amendment? Would it be good policy?

Question #7

Some believe that the U.S. ought to actively work to spread democratic ideals worldwide, while others believe our efforts and resources 
would be better spent at home. What is your position on this question and why?

Question #8

What is the best way to ensure that America can mantain a strong border against illegal immigration and drug trafficking?



Presidential Debate Round 2

Question #1

What approach would you take as President to limit nuclear proliferation?

Question #2

What qualities would you be looking for in your chosen Secretary of State and what do these qualities say about your approach to foreign policy?

Question #3

Are you in favor of or opposed to the idea of a guaranteed two years of free college for U.S. citizens at community colleges or other lower tier educational 
institutions?

Question #4

What are your thoughts on the national debt?

Question #5

International terrorism and terrorist groups continue to be a serious national security concern for the U.S. What are the most effective tools America can use 
to combat terrorism?

Question #6

The U.S. has seen a past year of difficult race relations including the Black Lives Matter protests, reported rises in violent attacks against asian-americans 
as well as against jewish-americans and so forth. What would be your approach as president to help unify the country on racial issues?

Question #7

What lessons would you take from the covid-19 pandemic to better prepare the United States for future outbreaks of infectious disease?

Question #8

To what extent do you think the federal government should be involved in ensuring that Americans are vaccinated against contagious diseases?



Presidential Debate Round 3

Question #1

Developing nations have complained that wealthy nations need to do more to make covid-19 vaccines available worldwide. Does the United States have an 
obligation to share its vaccine stockpiles with less wealthy nations?

Question #2

A commonly proposed amdendment to the constitution would require the congress to balance the budget on an annual basis with a limited number of exceptions. 
Do you believe this amendment would be good for America?

Question #3

What is your position on the federal decriminalization of marijuana posession and use?

Question #4

Many millennials are worried that they'll never receive a social security check, despite paying into the fund most of their lives. Is this a valid concern? What will you 
do as president to ensure that those who pay into social security receive the promised payout?

Question #5

One proposed solution to gun violence is "red flag laws" which would enable the government to temporarily confiscate firearms from someone who is reportedly in 
a dangerous state of mind. Are you in favor of "red flag laws" and would implement them in any way at the federal level?

Question #6

How do you think the U.S. can best balance the important concerns of religious freedom in the first amendment to the constitution with desires to protect people 
from identity based discrimination (for example, discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation)?

Question #7

Some in society have begun to see social media giants such as facebook and twitter as essential public spaces for free speech online in the modern world. Should 
society begin to view these platforms as places where freedom of speech should be guaranteed and censorship by the owners of the platform should be limited in 
similar ways that  government censorship is limited?

Question #8

What energy sources should the U.S. look to as the energy sources to drive our future economy? What is your energy plan?



Presidential Debate Semifinal

Question #1

The United States has historically has found itself at odds with Iran. Is it important for the U.S. to continue to counter Iranian influence in the Middle East, or 
is it time for the United States to work toward a more friendly relationship with Iran?

Question #2

The current U.S. corporate tax rate is 21%. Is this too much, too little, or about right?

Question #3

How do you plan to approach Russia's aspirations for expansion of its regional influence?

Question #4

After rescinding the Trump "stay in Mexico" policy, President Biden has had to attempt to manage an increase in illegal immigration at the southern border, 
including an increase of unaccompanied minors. How would you handle the issue of U.S. border security and immigration? 

Question #5

In light of the recent cyber attack on the Colonial Pipeline, what would you do as President to shore of the cybersecurity of companies that play a key role in 
the U.S. economy?

Question #6

The United States has traditionally allied itself with Saudi Arabia to check Iran's desire for regional dominance in the Middle East? Does this partnership 
make America safer? Would you continue this partnership with Saudi Arabia?

Question #7

Is the Electoral College good for American Democracy? Would you advocate changing it, or leaving it as is?

Question #8



Presidential Debate Final

Question #1

Should the U.S. allow Iran to acquire a nuclear weapon? If not, what will you do as President to avoid that outcome?

Question #2

One of the more contentious issues in the American system is how to ensure that people with pre existing conditions will be able to get health insurance at an 
affordable price. How do you think America should approach this issue?

Question #3

The Biden adminstration has determined to withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan on September 11 of this year. Is this the right move to make in Afghanistan?

Question #4

Some have argued that the the general welfare clause in article one section eight of the U.S. Constitution has been too broadly interpreted to allow for the federal 
government to pay for too many programs. Do you agree or disagree with this sentiment?

Question #5

Do you believe that the United State should take any action against China for the oppression of Uighur Muslims in that country? If so, what action specifically?

Question #6

What should be done to avoid a repeat of the January 6th capitol riot?

Question #7

According to the U.S. Census Bureau in 2017, suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in America, and the second leading cause of death for ages 10-44. What 
approach will you take to improve this situation, specifically for the groups most at risk?

Question #8

The recent increase in tensions in the Israeli Palestinian conflict has highlighted the conflict that has plagued the region for so many years. Is there hope 
for peace between Israel and Palestine? What steps, if any, would you take to achieve peace in the region?



Spar Topics Round 1

First Pair

Resolved: People ought to pass a test on the constitution before becoming a citizen. 
Resolved: Long pants are better than shorts.
Resolved: Ambition is good. 

Second Pair

Resolved: Public schools should have no standardized tests. 
Resolved: Trucks are better than cars. 
Resolved: It is usually better to take risks than to not. 

Third Pair

Resolved: It should be illegal for U.S. companies to buy foreign oil. 
Resolved: It would be better to have no spoons than to have no forks. 
Resolved: It is good to be outspoken.

Fourth Pair

Resolved: Congressmen should not receive salarieswhen the government goes into debt. 
Resolved: Real house plants are better than fake house plants.
Resolved: It is good to be competitive. 

Fifth Pair

Resolved: The U.S. should ban the manufacture of cars that run on gasoline within twenty years. 
Resolved: Flip flops are better than tennis shoes. 
Resolved: It is generally good to be cautious. 



Spar Topics Round 2

First Pair

Resolved: Congressmen should not serve in office longer than six years. 
Resolved: It is a bad idea for children to play tackle football. 
Resolved: Jewelry is useless. 

Second Pair

Resolved: Government zoning of private property is generally good. 
Resolved: Girls under twelve should not be allowed to wear makeup. 
Resolved: Tanning is a bad idea.

Third Pair

Resolved: It should be illegal for private citizens to own an automatic weapon. 
Resolved: Children should have an allowance. 
Resolved: A car that looks good is no better than a car that does not look good. 

Fourth Pair

Resolved: Government should provide all citizens with a free college education. 
Resolved: It is very important for children to play outside. 
Resolved: Whitening your teeth is useless. 

Fifth Pair

Resolved: Assassinations of political leaders are acceptable in war. 
Resolved: All children should learn to play a musical instrument. 
Resolved: Perfume is useless.



Spar Topics Round 3

First Pair

Resolved: Daylight saving time should be abolished
Resolved: It is better to be a good cook than to be able to fix cars. 
Resolved: Making another person feel bad is bad. 

Second Pair

Resolved: The death penalty should be abolished
Resolved: It is better to be able to make furniture than to be able to sew. 
Resolved: Cloning humans would be morally wrong. 

Third Pair

Resolved: It should be illegal for individuals to own tigers. 
Resolved: It is better to be a good gardner than to be good with computers. 
Resolved: Wasting food is morally wrong. 

Fourth Pair

Resolved: Every Citizen should pay an equal percentage in taxes. 
Resolved: It's better to be good at art than to be a good musician.
Resolved: It is wrong for businesses to charge higher prices because they can. 

Fifth Pair

Resolved: The government should put higher taxes on products it deems harmful. 
Resolved: It is better to be a good athlete than to be good at making friends. 
Resolved: It is morally wrong to waste money on useless things. 



Spar Topics Semifinal

First Pair

Resolved: Illegal immigrants in America should be given a path to citizenship.
Resolved: Superheroes are bad role models for children. 
Resolved: It is better to dream realistically than to dream big. 

Second Pair

Resolved: State governments should invest money toward supporting the arts. 
Resolved: Non fiction books are superior to fiction books. 
Resolved: It is wrong to want an expensive car. 

Third Pair

Resolved: The government should provide all people with access to the internet. 
Resolved: Video games are harmful to children. 
Resolved: The opportunity for leisure is a human right. 

Fourth Pair

Resolved: Small government is generally better than large government. 
Resolved: Professional athletes are generally bad role models for children. 
Resolved: Americans should buy American made products. 

Fifth Pair

Resolved: Homeowners should be required by law to mow their lawns. 
Resolved: People should aspire to be beautiful. 
Resolved: It is better to be realistic than to be hopeful. 



Spar Topics Final

First Pair

Resolved: Teenagers who commit violent crimes should be tried in court as adults. 
Resolved: Whether food tastes good or bad is purely a matter of opinion. 
Resolved: America is headed in the wrong direction. 

Second Pair

Resolved: There should be no speed limit on freeways. 
Resolved: It is as important for children to have good friends as it is to have a good education. 
Resolved: Preserving the culture of a society is as important as economic progress. 

Third Pair

Resolved: The president should be elected by popular vote. 
Resolved: It is better to be persuasive than it is to be intelligent. 
Resolved: No one should ever die from hunger. 

Fourth Pair
 

Resolved: Citizens should be able to vote at age 14.
Resolved: It is morally wrong to own a lot of money without giving large amounts of it to good causes. 
Resolved: It is morally wrong to use fear to persuade people. 

Fifth Pair

Resolved: It should be illegal to ride in a car without wearing a seatbelt. 
Resolved: It is more important to care for yourself than to care for your neighbor. 
Resolved: Life without love is not worth living. 


